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Results
 Cometary particle surfaces show varying compositions
(e. g., carbon‐rich, Mg+Fe‐rich, Mg+K+Fe‐rich).
 Highest positive correlations appear between the carbon‐
containing ions, and for the pairs Mg‐Fe, K‐Ca, and Ca‐Fe.
 Cometary materials have considerably higher carbon
contents than carbonaceous meteorites ‐ interesting for
discussions of their similar age or origin.
 Cometary material is significantly different (based on the
10 used ion signals) than the CC meteorites, yielding e. g.,
100% correct discrimination by KNN + rdCV..
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Results
 Cometary particle surfaces contain CH(NO) compounds.
 No distinct organic substance classes are evident from
the data; a complex mixture of unsaturated organic
compounds may be present.
 These results from multivariate data evaluation do not contradict the
presence of high molecular weight structures [8].
 The applied methods for characterizing the variable
importance are complementary. For the used data, t‐test
and u‐test yield almost identical results, and appeared more
user‐friendly (in terms of interpretability) than RF or DPLS.
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Abstract
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The spacecraft Rosetta of the European Space Agency was launched in
March 2004, arrived in August 2014 near the comet 67P/ChuryumovGerasimenko, and escorted the comet until September 2016 [1]. The
instrument COSIMA [2] onboard of Rosetta collected within these two
years about 35,000 cometary dust particles from the inner coma of the
comet [3]. The particles were imaged, the pictures sent to Earth, and
classified [4]. Some hundred particles were analyzed onboard by COSIMA
with secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) using a time-of-flight (TOF)
mass analyzer (mass resolution about 1400 at mass 100). More than 30,000
mass spectra (each with ion count data for 130,000 flight-time intervals of 2
ns, m/z up to 6000) were sent to Earth. Data analysis is challenging and can
be supported by the application of chemometric methods.
SIMS data characterize the chemical composition of a surface, and contain
information about elements and molecules, as well as isotope abundances.
The main tasks in data preprocessing are [3]: Re-calibration of the mass

scale; peak recognition and fitting; discrimination of spectra measured on
cometary particles and on the metal background; elimination of signal
contributions from contaminations. Multivariate data analyses are capable
to support the spectra selection, for instance by one-class classification or
by non-negative matrix factorization (NMF). Characterization of the
mineral contents (based on element ion counts) is convenient by using KNN
classification [5]. The search for ions that are characteristic for comet
material is related to variable selection techniques as used in biomarker
searches; a promising approach is the random forest method. The peak
patterns in the mass range 12 to 15 indicate a high-molecular, carbon-rich
material, made from crosslinked, highly diverse molecules [6]. The results
are consistent with the assumption of a common origin of comets and
carbonaceous (carbon-rich) meteorites - both built in the early time of the
solar system.
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